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     It's hard enough losing a loved one without dragging those left 

behind through a painful and lengthy court proceeding. Instead, 

present your client's case with a powerful, wrongful death portrait or 

video documentary. To do so, you should put your clients in the hands 

of experienced TV News veterans. They have the background and 

sensitivity to interview the victim's loved ones and capture their 

powerful emotions in a meaningful way on video. 

     The wrongful death portrait is used at mediation and pre-trial 

hearings to get maximum compensation for your clients. When done 

correctly, the portrait will contain the highlights of the deceased's life, 

his or her accomplishments and future earnings potential, and most 

importantly, the effect the loved ones' untimely death has had on 

those left behind. 

      Your documentary producer will, at your discretion, recreate the 

tragic incident through video, graphics, animation and police and 

coroner's reports as well as news video. We may use accident re-

constructionists as well as an economist who will calculate the 

deceased's potential earnings. Home videos and family photos help 

round out the warm portrait of the man or woman lost to the world 

through the defendant's negligence. 

     It is important to choose a company of top notch TV News 

veterans, who are expert storytellers, in order to achieve a compelling 

portrait and fully portray the impact of this wrongful death. Be 

especially careful of companies who use inexperienced photographers 

and/or editors in an effort to cut costs. They may claim that their 

company likes to "grow talent." BEWARE. Ask for the experience level 

of everyone who will produce, edit, shoot and write your important 

documentary. You do not want rookies involved in your sensitive case. 



 

 

You run the risk of unnecessary overtime not to mention the possibility 

of insensitive comments made to clients in emotional pain.  

      Your wrongful death portrait may be done effectively with 

narration or in the victims' own words. Narration can be more powerful 

as it allows your producer to direct the video into the exact areas you 

wish to include. Plus, powerful writing to the appropriate video will 

leave a lasting impression on the defense. Subtle and appropriately 

placed music is optional and allowable since your video will not be 

shown in court. This also needs to be done in a sensitive and creative 

manner by experienced talent. A wrongful death video can be the 

strongest and least intrusive way to get all that you clients are entitled 

to for the life that was cruely taken away. 

 

 

Attorneys' Edge Productions serves clients nationwide Contact: 

Christina Penza 800-978-1136 http://www.attorneys-edge.com 

Attorneys' Edge Productions delivers the highest quality settlement 

documentaries, day-in-the-life and timeline videos to give you an edge 

at mediation, pre-trial hearings, or trial. Whether it's personal injury, 

wrongful death, fraud, sexual harassment or other injustices, our video 

documentaries present your case in a clear and concise TV news-style 

format. Our highly experienced team, led by award-winning television 

journalist Christina Penza, works closely with you to determine your 

needs and goals. Attorneys' Edge Productions then brings your case to 

life by highlighting your victims' powerful emotions and suffering. We 

will integrate expert testimony and detailed graphics to present your 

arguments in a compelling video narrative aimed at achieving your 

desired settlement. 

So don't pursue your case, large or small, without this powerful 

weapon in your arsenal. Your case is our case - let us give you the 

Attorneys' Edge! 
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